Who Better Than Me?

Cue: (TERK) Pendulation. Swing-ing, man.
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OUT OF VAMP:
TERK: Think positive!

You're

one of a kind
I can't explain it
Yet kind of cool in a

wonderful way
And though you're weird
You could make it

Piano/Vocal

Terk
Young Tarzan

"Tarzan"
And who better than me to teach you? Who better than me to set you on your way?

This could take some hanging in there. Though with persuasion I could take you on up. Make you groove up beside the others.

Chord symbols:
- F♯ m7
- E/G♯
- A
- B
- F♯ m9
- E2/G♯
- A
- B
- E
- A/C♯
- E/G♯
- A9
- E
- A/C♯
- E/G♯
- A9
And who better than me to lead you? Who better than me to take you all the way?

F₇ m7 E/G₉ A B F₇ m9 E₂/G# A B

Dialogue

mp B♭ Eb₂/G B♭/D E♭⁶ B♭ Eb₂/G C₇ F

B♭ Eb₂/G B♭ C₉/E♭ B♭ Eb₂/G C₇ F
Vamp

OUT OF VAMP:
TERK, YOUNG TARZAN: Pendulated!

(YOUNG TARZAN)
Struggling alone for years and years

(TERK)
Struggling alone for years and years Until I came along for you
And together we'll see it through

Now it's all coming together And together we'll see this through

You for me n' me for you

You for me n' me for you

(YOUNG TARZAN)

I can learn I can listen I know there's something
deep inside, but I need assistance. To go the distance.

Fm7 Bb Eb Ab/C Eb/G Ab

(YOUNG TARZAN) To teach me
TERK To tell me all you know

And who better than me? Who better than me?

Fm7 Eb/G Ab Bb Fm9 Eb2/G Bb

You reach me To show them all we know.

Who better than me? Who better than me To show them all we know.

Cm7 Eb2/Bb Ab Bb Abmaj7 Gm7 Fm7 Ab Bb